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Near Field Communication (NFC) Nov 29 2019 This book provides the technical essentials,
state-of-the-art knowledge, business ecosystem and standards of Near Field Communication
(NFC)by NFC Lab – Istanbul research centre which conducts intense research on NFC
technology. In this book, the authors present the contemporary research on all aspects of NFC,
addressing related security aspects as well as information on various business models. In
addition, the book provides comprehensive information a designer needs to design an NFC
project, an analyzer needs to analyze requirements of a new NFC based system, and a
programmer needs to implement an application. Furthermore, the authors introduce the
technical and administrative issues related to NFC technology, standards, and global

stakeholders. It also offers comprehensive information as well as use case studies for each
NFC operating mode to give the usage idea behind each operating mode thoroughly.
Examples of NFC application development are provided using Java technology, and security
considerations are discussed in detail. Key Features: Offers a complete understanding of the
NFC technology, including standards, technical essentials, operating modes, application
development with Java, security and privacy, business ecosystem analysis Provides analysis,
design as well as development guidance for professionals from administrative and technical
perspectives Discusses methods, techniques and modelling support including UML are
demonstrated with real cases Contains case studies such as payment, ticketing, social
networking and remote shopping This book will be an invaluable guide for business and
ecosystem analysts, project managers, mobile commerce consultants, system and application
developers, mobile developers and practitioners. It will also be of interest to researchers,
software engineers, computer scientists, information technology specialists including students
and graduates.
Information Technology Outlook 2000 ICTs, E-commerce and the Information Economy Dec
11 2020 The OECD Information Technology Outlook 2000 describes the rapid growth in the
supply and demand for information technology goods and services and their role in the
expanding Internet economy and looks at emerging uses of information technology.
The Complete Practical Guide to Card-Making Feb 22 2022 Creative ideas to make beautiful
greetings cards and personal stationery for every occasion.
PC Mag Jul 06 2020 PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based,
independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and
practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
Easy Quilled Card for St. Patrick's Day Dec 31 2019 If you love making greeting cards for all
occasions, including St. Patrick's Day. From sending holiday cards to relatives with pictures of
your kids to finishing off a homemade teacher gift, a handmade card adds the perfect touch.
Greeting cards also serve as ideal packaging for small gifts, like cash and gift certificates, and
even make perfect gifts on their own. Sending someone a card you made yourself always
gives the gesture a meaningful element. You can self-designing simple DIY St. Patrick's Day
paper quilling cards. It's fun to create cards with tons of Stampin' Up kits or Silhouette
templates or to learn more advanced card making techniques, such as paper quilling. But you
can also make beautiful, festive cards with very basic materials and limited crafting knowledge.
Happy card making!
I Love Card Making Sep 07 2020 Card making and scrapbooking are hot, hot, hot—a great way
for crafters to express their creative side and make something memorable out of simple
supplies. In I Love Card Making, Amy Gooda guides readers through a variety of card-making
methods including stamping, embossing, and beading, and explains all the essential materials
and techniques. Her designs feature a range of styles from retro stripes to glamorous gold
shimmer to vintage fabric. Ambitious crafters can try one of the interactive cards that
incorporate a detachable button, fridge magnet, or cupcake recipe. Each project is fully
illustrated with step-by-step photographs and instructions and includes ways to adapt and
customize a card to suit different occasions. I Love Card Making not only provides all the
inspiration and instruction anyone needs to create unique, handmade cards guaranteed to put
a smile on a loved one's face—but the book itself makes a perfect gift for any crafter.
Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, 2003 Jun 24 2019
Paper Craft Aug 31 2022 Full of creative craft ideas that are guaranteed to impress, Paper

Craft will teach you how to transform plain old paper into beautiful decorations, handmade
cards, scrapbooks and more. Do you want to create bespoke wedding invites? Or impress your
friends with personalised birthday cards and wrapping paper? Paper Craft contains absolutely
everything you need to know, from the necessary equipment, to techniques and materials, with
50 projects to get you crafting. With templates to save you time and simplify projects you can
start crafting pop-up cards, jewellery, bunting, lanterns and more and if you're feeling even
more creative then variations throughout will inspire you to make your projects even more
unique. Whether you're a total novice or already familiar with handmade crafts, you'll soon be
cutting, folding, glueing and printing your way to paper craft heaven.
The Art of Papercraft May 28 2022 Paper artist and teacher Helen Hiebert compiles a one-ofkind collection of 40 unique projects, each using just one sheet of paper. Combining decorative
paper techniques like marbling, stamping, and stenciling with dimensional techniques like
origami, cutting, folding, quilling, stretching, weaving, and pop-ups, The Art of Papercraft offers
a rich variety of projects that will delight crafters, artists, and designers alike, including paper
votive lights, pop-up cards, folded paper gift boxes and envelopes, woven paper wall hangings,
miniature one-sheet books, and much more. Every project is beautifully photographed and
accompanied by step-by-step visual instructions. Guidance on selecting tools, materials, and
paper selection; in-depth technique instructions; and profiles of contributing paper artists make
this a rich and practical celebration of papercraft.
How to Make Pop-Up Cards Jun 28 2022 Home-made greetings cards are satisfying to make
and wonderful to receive. This book shows you how to use paper-engineering skills to create
movable and pop-up cards that will delight the lucky recipients. With 500 stunning
photographs.
Beautiful Paper Cutting May 16 2021 A collection of top-selected Etsy paper crafts features
contributions by such names as Cynthia Shaffer, Ellen Deakin and Cecelia Louie and includes
projects ranging from garlands to matryoshka dolls. Original.
Origami Stationery May 04 2020 Make beautiful, hand-made origami envelopes, note cards
and other stationary with this great origami ebook! One of the casualties of the digital age is
the elegance of a handwritten note. World renowned origami artist Michael LaFosse introduces
Origami Stationery which allows origami paper craft folders to create more than just a note, but
a work of art that will accent your personal messages. These folded pieces of easy origami art
make an ideal accompaniment to a gift, or to commemorate a holiday or birthday, or just for
sending a heartfelt message to a friend or loved one and are a great way to learn origami
techniques. This do-it-yourself ebook includes: A full-colored 64-page booklet clear step-bystep instructions and easy-to-follow diagrams 15 fun origami projects In this origami ebook you
will find both traditional and modern examples of the art of the folded note. The scope is from
simple origami to intricate origami art; abstract to representational; somber to whimsical: a
wide range of paper folding possibilities! Custom printed papers are included to make your
notes well dressed for any occasion. Once you learn how to fold any of these origami designs
you can explore many kinds of fine papers for your notes. All of the projects use square
shaped paper, which doesn't necessarily need to be origami paper. You will soon have your
favorites committed to memory. Then it will be easy to whip up a quick origami note for a
"Thank you!," "Sorry I missed you," or "Congratulations!" Even the humblest papers are
elevated to elegance by paper folding. Origami projects include: Flapping Bird Envelope Pillow
Note Twist Note Hashi Wrapper Note And many more… Sending cards and personal notes has
never been so much more fun with Origami Stationery!

Recycling Christmas Cards Mar 26 2022 If you are a crafter, teacher or parent interested in
recycling Christmas cards, then you will love these pretty eco crafts, ideas and special
templates to repurpose your used Holiday cards into charming new crafted items. The full color
book with instructions and photographs for the 50 projects, plus the template collection with
easy craft templates, are all you need to give used greeting cards a second life. The templates
are designed and adapted for greeting card sizes and can be used again and again. Don't
throw away those beautiful cards after the very short holiday period! Create nifty new items for
fabulous scrapbooking, pretty packaging, little personal gifts, fun favors, small tokens of
appreciation, creative containers, decor, decorations and ornaments! There are bonus
projects, printable pattern paper and a second set of blank craft templates too. Make them for
yourself, or to sell at craft markets and fundraising events. And use them for school arts and
crafts projects too, as many projects are suitable for children. No fancy coordinated craft shop
designs or expensive embellishments are needed. Just use what you have on hand. The
happy patchwork medley is exactly what makes the projects in Recycling Christmas Cards so
charming. Those lavish graphics on greeting cards were created by professional designers and
make fabulous crafting material for pennies on the dollar - and in sturdy cardstock to boot.
They are just waiting for the new life you can give them. Folks love to browse craft fairs and the
likes for those inexpensive "little something" gifts. Many projects are geared towards such little
gifts and stocking stuffers. Crafters will love the 45 craft templates in the book, as they have
the perfect size for the projects. (Suggestions for recycling Christmas cards are easy to find,
but finding templates that are ready to use and scaled to size are not). For convenience the
templates are also available as printable downloads. If you have some odd cards left in a box
somewhere, you can start your crafting straight away. Then ask friends, family and neighbors
for theirs, as you will soon need (and want) a lot of cards. You can even arrange collection
boxes at super markets, clubs and such. It is not just about recycling Christmas cards, but
about recycling Christmas fun - all year long! So keep every one of your cards and get started
for the next Holiday season, because 40 million recycled cards save 13 600 trees! Reuse,
remake, repurpose, reduce, recycle and rethink!
First Card Making Jul 30 2022 Whether to mark a special event--a birthday, baby shower, or
holiday--or for no occasion at all, First Card Making is your one-stop shop for that wonderful,
one-of-a-kind, homemade card. Step-by-step illustrated instructions make the process simple,
so you can design, emboss, stamp, and create amazing cards with confidence. Packed with
over 20 projects, First Card Making will inspire you to let your creativity soar.
Polly Pinder's Papercrafts Aug 07 2020 Written by the author of Polly Pinder's Party Cakes
and Herbs in Pots, this book contains illustrations for a number of paper projects such as
windmills, simple origami models, mobiles, gift wrap, and tags and puppets and dolls. Polly
uses old wallpaper samples, magazine cuttings, choclate boxes and other disposables for
these creations.
Minigami Dec 23 2021 'Minigami' is packed with great new paperfolding designs using all the
popular new forms of miniature origami, such as tea-bag folding and Iris folding. The unique
modular forms can be used as home accents or decorative display pieces and the book also
includes projects such as greetings cards, gift tags and decorations that can be made with
finished origami pieces. It has a useful practical section on choosing the right paper and also
explains all the standard folding symbols. Paper crafters everywhere will want to try these
exciting new origami techniques and this book will make an invaluable reference work for all
folders, whether complete beginners or intermediate and advanced artists. Fully illustrated in

colour, Minigami enables readers, whatever their level of skill, to fold almost any miniature
design, traditional or contemporary. The emphasis is on creativity, encouraging the reader to
combine and extend established techniques to produce new origami works.
Hands-On Math Projects with Real-Life Applications, Grades 3-5 Jun 16 2021 Each easy-toimplement project includes background information for the teacher, project goals, math skills
needed, a student guide with tips and strategies, and reproducible worksheets. Projects are
designed to help students meet the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Standards
and Focal Points, and chapters are organized to show how math relates to language, arts,
science, etc.--demonstrating the importance of math in all areas of real life. In Part I, Chapter 1
offers an overview of how to incorporate math projects in the classroom. Chapter 2 provides a
variety of classroom management suggestions, as well as teaching tips, and Chapter 3 offers
ways teachers may evaluate project work. Each chapter also contains several reproducibles
that are designed to help students master the procedural skills necessary for effective
collaboration while working on projects. Part II, "The Projects," is divided into six separate
sections: Section 1. Math and Science Section 2. Math and Social Studies Section 3. Math and
Language Section 4. Math and Art and Music Section 5. Math and Fun and Recreation Section
6. Math and Life Skills
SD Card Projects Using the PIC Microcontroller Oct 01 2022 PIC Microcontrollers are a
favorite in industry and with hobbyists. These microcontrollers are versatile, simple, and low
cost making them perfect for many different applications. The 8-bit PIC is widely used in
consumer electronic goods, office automation, and personal projects. Author, Dogan Ibrahim,
author of several PIC books has now written a book using the PIC18 family of microcontrollers
to create projects with SD cards. This book is ideal for those practicing engineers, advanced
students, and PIC enthusiasts that want to incorporate SD Cards into their devices. SD cards
are cheap, fast, and small, used in many MP3 players, digital and video cameras, and perfect
for microcontroller applications. Complete with Microchip's C18 student compiler and using the
C language this book brings the reader up to speed on the PIC 18 and SD cards, knowledge
which can then be harnessed for hands-on work with the eighteen projects included within.
Two great technologies are brought together in this one practical, real-world, hands-on
cookbook perfect for a wide range of PIC fans. Eighteen fully worked SD projects in the C
programming language Details memory cards usage with the PIC18 family
Paper Craft Nov 02 2022 Paper Craft makes it easy — and affordable — to design handmade
crafts that are guaranteed to impress. Transform your favorite paper into beautiful decorations
and home decor, greeting cards, scrapbooks, and beyond, no matter what your skill level. This
visual, step-by-step guide outlines all the necessary equipment and materials and contains
nifty techniques like scaling, embossing, and crumpling, as well as quilling, decoupage, and
paper-mâché. Inside Paper Craft you'll find seasonal and special occasion paper craft ideas to
suit a variety of tastes. And, templates and variation suggestions allow you to choose exactly
the right look for your projects. Cut, fold, roll, glue, and print your way to crafting heaven with
Paper Craft.
My First Card-Making Book Mar 02 2020 35 step-by-step card-making projects for children
aged 7+ Whatever the occasion, you’ll find the right card to make in My First Card-Making
Book. In Chapter 1, Everyday Cards, there are lovely ideas such as the felt flower card,
patchwork card, and button nest card. The cards in Chapter 2, Fun Cards, will help you bring a
smile to someone’s face with ideas including the finger puppet card and lollipop card. You can
make the holidays really special with the creative cards in Chapter 3, Festive Cards, including

the cut-out bauble card, cosy fur-trimmed cards, and cute and easy color-in Christmas card.
Finally, in Chapter 4, Special Occasions, you’ll find celebratory cards to mark special
occasions such as getting married or having a baby, as well as Easter and Valentine’s Day
cards. Each of the projects is broken down into simple illustrated steps and has a skill rating,
starting with very easy and progressing as you become more experienced at card-making. Get
started now, and make someone’s day with a home-made card, crafted with love.
Electronic government progress in promoting adoption of smart card technology. Apr 14 2021
Easy Genius Science Projects with Light Nov 21 2021 "Science projects and experiments
about light"--Provided by publisher.
Project Management for Practice Oct 28 2019 In the 2nd edition, this book conveys updated
content and, in addition to classic project management, now also agile project management in
a practical manner and serves as a toolbox for projects. To this end, the most important terms
and phases of project management are first explained in a standard-compliant manner. Then
this book deals with cross-project cross-sectional topics and project phase-specific content,
divided into agile and classic project management. Tips and hints, examples, templates and
checklists from project practice in the automotive and IT environment complement the
contents. For student readers, there is also an extensive question catalog to consolidate the
knowledge learned. This gives readers good and quick access to the topic of project
management and helps them to be able to carry out their projects successfully.
Mac Life Jun 04 2020 MacLife is the ultimate magazine about all things Apple. It’s
authoritative, ahead of the curve and endlessly entertaining. MacLife provides unique content
that helps readers use their Macs, iPhones, iPods, and their related hardware and software in
every facet of their personal and professional lives.
The Complete Guide to Card Making Jan 24 2022 Thirty-five unique greeting card projects,
plus scores of motifs to mix and match for original designs, make this a must-have for crafters.
This comprehensive guide covers everything from creating blank cards and envelopes to
advanced embossing procedures. Celebrate births, birthdays, engagements, weddings,
holidays, friendship, and romance with beautiful keepsake cards.
Making Government Work Oct 09 2020 Assesses the use of computer and
telecommunications technologies in the electronic delivery of governmental services. Photos,
charts and tables.
Origami for Beginners Jan 12 2021 Make simple and fun paper craft models with this easy
origami book! World renowned origami author and expert Florence Temko brings you Origami
for Beginners, a her collection of her most simple and user-friendly designs. Experience the
thrill of creating delightful origami objects from a single sheet of paper. Develop your creativity.
Enhance your dexterity. Origami for Beginners teaches you how to make over forty simple-tofold origami objects—from jumping mice to adorable kittens to beautiful Christmas ornaments
and greeting cards. Origami is an ideal activity for children since paper folding develops
dexterity and creativity. Origami is also a craft based on a few fundamental 3D folding
techniques, so Origami for Beginners is a useful starting point for fans of all ages and abilities.
Although this book is aimed at origami beginners, it contains projects suitable for origami fans
of all ages and abilities and is the perfect book for all those who enjoy making things with their
hands. This origami book contains: 32 page, full-color book 36 fun origami projects Step-bystep directions Colorful diagrams and pictures Use it to craft eye-catching origami for your
friends, to beautify your home—or as a wonderful gift for paper craft lovers. All of the folds are
simple enough to be origami-for-kids projects and are a great way to learn origami. None of the

projects require paint or glue so just grab some origami paper and start folding right away!
Origami projects include: Diamond Base Pirate's Hat Tropical Fish Skyscraper Layered Card
Sunburst And many more…
Toilet Paper Crafts for Holidays and Special Occasions Sep 19 2021 Learn how to make
beautiful, budget-friendly projects that will add joy and festivity to any popular celebration
including birthdays, weddings, and Christmas. Step-by-step illustrated instructions are provided
for 60 designs, along with 70 full-size copy-or-trace templates to ensure success. Crafters of all
ages and experience levels will enjoy using hand and machine stitchery, folding, and basic
craft techniques to repurpose bath tissue into charming new creations. This innovative book
includes charming decorations, gifts, party favors, costumes, garnishes, and cards. Gift
projects include: embroidered toilet paper, Toilet Paper Cake, homemade paper sachets, and
the memorable Money Roll. Decorations include: an abundant variety of flowers, shimmery
ornaments, Ghastly Ghost, holiday garlands, Letters & Lace Banners, Angel So Soft, big and
beautiful pom poms, the delicate Paperwhite Wreath, ruffled ToileTree, and a sweet Blossoms
& Birds Mobile. Gift toppers include: hearts, flowers, butterflies and bows. Food garnishes
include: clown cupcake toppers, floral cake corsages, and Paper Truffles. Wearables include:
Lovely Lei, incredible Petal Masks, mummy costumes, and a Rosette Brooch. Cards include:
the Ruffled Heart Card, Rosebud Place Cards, and all-occasion embossed greeting cards. The
projects range from simple make-it-in-minutes bows to elaborate masks -- using stitchery,
origami, kanzashi, and basic craft techniques.
The Smart Card Report Oct 21 2021 The definitive guide to the smart card industry. • Will help
you to keep track of the major issues affecting the market. • Will enable you to identify new
business opportunities. • Includes profiles of key players, assesses market trends and drivers,
comprehensive technology review. Completely revised and updated, the 8th edition of The
Smart Card Report examines the smart card market and major end-use sectors, identifying
their needs for smart cards, assessing growth prospects and highlighting market opportunities.
The study looks at the structure of the industry, profiles key players, assesses market trends
and drivers, discusses industry issues and investigates usage by geographical region and
application area. A comprehensive technology review is also included. We have drawn on the
expertise from our existing portfolio, Card Technology Today newsletter and ID Smart: Cards
for Governement & Healthcare conference to bring you vital information, analysis and forecasts
that cannot be found anywhere else. For a PDF version of the report please call Sarah Proom
on +44 (0) 1865 843181 for price details.
Craft-a-Day Aug 19 2021 Make something new every day of the year! Craft-a-Day offers daily
inspiration along with weekly themes to kick-start your creativity. Make magnets, cupcake
toppers, garlands, cards, wall art, finger puppets, and more! With 52 different themes, from
rainbows and snowmen to ladybugs and groundhogs, you’ll find fun and cuteness on every
page. Author Sarah Goldschadt provides whimsical projects for easy crafts that require no
advanced skills or crazy tools. Complete with handy patterns and how-to photos, Craft-a-Day
challenges you to make something special, every day of the year.
Department of Veterans Affairs Smart Card Projects Apr 26 2022
Automating with SIMATIC S7-1500 Jan 30 2020 The SIMATIC S7-1500 programmable logic
controller (PLC) sets standards in productivity and efficiency. By its system performance and
with PROFINET as the standard interface, it ensures short system response times and a
maximum of flexibility and networkability for demanding automation tasks in the entire
production industry and in applications for medium-sized to high-end machines. The

engineering software STEP 7 Professional operates inside TIA Portal, a user interface that is
designed for intuitive operation. Functionality includes all aspects of automation: from the
configuration of the controllers via programming in the IEC languages LAD, FBD, STL, and
SCL up to the program test. In the book, the hardware components of the automation system
S7-1500 are presented including the description of their configuration and parameterization. A
comprehensive introduction into STEP 7 Professional V14 illustrates the basics of
programming and troubleshooting. Beginners learn the basics of automation with Simatic
S7-1500, users switching from other controllers will receive the relevant knowledge.
30 Origami Designs Sep 27 2019 A flat piece of paper is one of the most readily available of
art materials, although initially it may seem to be one of the least promising. Origami
demonstrates how this functional material can be transformed into wonderful shapes and
animals, superb stationery, decorations, and gifts. This book will allow the reader to master the
arts of origami and paper design through completing both simple and complex projects. The
origami projects include stunningly simple modular and folded creations as well as complex
and multiform three dimensional models. The paper craft sections are packed with ideas to
craft that can serve many functions, including acting as stylish gift tags, classical card and
stationery holders, paper flowers, and decoupage decorations. Origami features a myriad of
projects that contain a wealth of ideas on paper creations for all skill levels, showing any
craftsperson how to make delightful origami animals, fantastic gifts, unusual greeting cards,
great gift wrappings, and beautiful decorative objects.
InfoWorld Jul 26 2019 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented
into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Python Programming Projects with GUI for Beginners Mar 14 2021 This book is designed as a
guide to cater the requirement of beginner level students willing to deploy Python projects. The
objective of this book is to make students better understand about the use cases of Python
fundamentals. The book majorly covers projects based on the following Python fundamentals: ·
Python variables · Python Control statements · Python functions · Python libraries · Python GUI
for application development · Data management · Machine Learning Overall, the book
assumes that the readers have prior knowledge of Python Programming Language.
REGRESSION, SEGMENTATION, CLUSTERING, AND PREDICTION PROJECTS WITH
PYTHON Feb 10 2021 PROJECT 1: TIME-SERIES WEATHER: FORECASTING AND
PREDICTION WITH PYTHON Weather data are described and quantified by the variables of
Earth's atmosphere: temperature, air pressure, humidity, and the variations and interactions of
these variables, and how they change over time. Different spatial scales are used to describe
and predict weather on local, regional, and global levels. The dataset used in this project
contains weather data for New Delhi, India. This data was taken out from wunderground. It
contains various features such as temperature, pressure, humidity, rain, precipitation, etc. The
main target is to develop a prediction model accurate enough for forecasting temperature and
predicting target variable (condition). Time-series weather forecasting will be done using
ARIMA models. The machine learning models used in this project to predict target variable
(condition) are K-Nearest Neighbor, Random Forest, Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression,
Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine, LGBM classifier, Gradient Boosting, XGB classifier,
and MLP classifier. Finally, you will plot boundary decision, distribution of features, feature
importance, cross validation score, and predicted values versus true values, confusion matrix,
learning curve, performance of the model, scalability of the model, training loss, and training
accuracy. PROJECT 2: HOUSE PRICE: ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION USING MACHINE

LEARNING WITH PYTHON The dataset used in this project is taken from the second chapter
of Aurélien Géron's recent book 'Hands-On Machine learning with Scikit-Learn and
TensorFlow'. It serves as an excellent introduction to implementing machine learning
algorithms because it requires rudimentary data cleaning, has an easily understandable list of
variables and sits at an optimal size between being to toyish and too cumbersome. The data
contains information from the 1990 California census. Although it may not help you with
predicting current housing prices like the Zillow Zestimate dataset, it does provide an
accessible introductory dataset for teaching people about the basics of machine learning. The
data pertains to the houses found in a given California district and some summary stats about
them based on the 1990 census data. Be warned the data aren't cleaned so there are some
preprocessing steps required! The columns are as follows: longitude, latitude,
housing_median_age, total_rooms, total_bedrooms, population, households, median_income,
median_house_value, and ocean_proximity. The machine learning models used in this project
used to perform regression on median_house_value and to predict it as target variable are KNearest Neighbor, Random Forest, Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Support
Vector Machine, LGBM classifier, Gradient Boosting, XGB classifier, and MLP classifier.
Finally, you will plot boundary decision, distribution of features, feature importance, cross
validation score, and predicted values versus true values, confusion matrix, learning curve,
performance of the model, scalability of the model, training loss, and training accuracy.
PROJECT 3: CUSTOMER PERSONALITY ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION USING MACHINE
LEARNING WITH PYTHON Customer Personality Analysis is a detailed analysis of a
company’s ideal customers. It helps a business to better understand its customers and makes
it easier for them to modify products according to the specific needs, behaviors and concerns
of different types of customers. Customer personality analysis helps a business to modify its
product based on its target customers from different types of customer segments. For
example, instead of spending money to market a new product to every customer in the
company’s database, a company can analyze which customer segment is most likely to buy
the product and then market the product only on that particular segment. Following are the
features in the dataset: ID = Customer's unique identifier; Year_Birth = Customer's birth year;
Education = Customer's education level; Marital_Status = Customer's marital status; Income =
Customer's yearly household income; Kidhome = Number of children in customer's household;
Teenhome = Number of teenagers in customer's household; Dt_Customer = Date of
customer's enrollment with the company; Recency = Number of days since customer's last
purchase; MntWines = Amount spent on wine in the last 2 years; MntFruits = Amount spent on
fruits in the last 2 years; MntMeatProducts = Amount spent on meat in the last 2 years;
MntFishProducts = Amount spent on fish in the last 2 years; MntSweetProducts = Amount
spent on sweets in the last 2 years; MntGoldProds = Amount spent on gold in the last 2 years;
NumDealsPurchases = Number of purchases made with a discount; NumWebPurchases =
Number of purchases made through the company's web site; NumCatalogPurchases =
Number of purchases made using a catalogue; NumStorePurchases = Number of purchases
made directly in stores; NumWebVisitsMonth = Number of visits to company's web site in the
last month; AcceptedCmp3 = 1 if customer accepted the offer in the 3rd campaign, 0
otherwise; AcceptedCmp4 = 1 if customer accepted the offer in the 4th campaign, 0 otherwise;
AcceptedCmp5 = 1 if customer accepted the offer in the 5th campaign, 0 otherwise;
AcceptedCmp1 = 1 if customer accepted the offer in the 1st campaign, 0 otherwise;
AcceptedCmp2 = 1 if customer accepted the offer in the 2nd campaign, 0 otherwise; Response

= 1 if customer accepted the offer in the last campaign, 0 otherwise; and Complain = 1 if
customer complained in the last 2 years, 0 otherwise. The target in this project is to perform
clustering and predicting to summarize customer segments. In this project, you will perform
clustering using KMeans to get 4 clusters. The machine learning models used in this project to
perform regression on total number of purchase and to predict clusters as target variable are KNearest Neighbor, Random Forest, Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Support
Vector Machine, LGBM, Gradient Boosting, XGB, and MLP. Finally, you will plot boundary
decision, distribution of features, feature importance, cross validation score, and predicted
values versus true values, confusion matrix, learning curve, performance of the model,
scalability of the model, training loss, and training accuracy. PROJECT 4: CUSTOMER
SEGMENTATION, CLUSTERING, AND PREDICTION WITH PYTHON In this project, you will
develop a customer segmentation, clustering, and prediction to define marketing strategy. The
sample dataset summarizes the usage behavior of about 9000 active credit card holders
during the last 6 months. The file is at a customer level with 18 behavioral variables. Following
is the Data Dictionary for Credit Card dataset: CUSTID: Identification of Credit Card holder
(Categorical); BALANCE: Balance amount left in their account to make purchases;
BALANCEFREQUENCY: How frequently the Balance is updated, score between 0 and 1 (1 =
frequently updated, 0 = not frequently updated); PURCHASES: Amount of purchases made
from account; ONEOFFPURCHASES: Maximum purchase amount done in one-go;
INSTALLMENTSPURCHASES: Amount of purchase done in installment; CASHADVANCE:
Cash in advance given by the user; PURCHASESFREQUENCY: How frequently the
Purchases are being made, score between 0 and 1 (1 = frequently purchased, 0 = not
frequently purchased); ONEOFFPURCHASESFREQUENCY: How frequently Purchases are
happening in one-go (1 = frequently purchased, 0 = not frequently purchased);
PURCHASESINSTALLMENTSFREQUENCY: How frequently purchases in installments are
being done (1 = frequently done, 0 = not frequently done); CASHADVANCEFREQUENCY:
How frequently the cash in advance being paid; CASHADVANCETRX: Number of
Transactions made with "Cash in Advanced"; PURCHASESTRX: Number of purchase
transactions made; CREDITLIMIT: Limit of Credit Card for user; PAYMENTS: Amount of
Payment done by user; MINIMUM_PAYMENTS: Minimum amount of payments made by user;
PRCFULLPAYMENT: Percent of full payment paid by user; and TENURE: Tenure of credit
card service for user. In this project, you will perform clustering using KMeans to get 5 clusters.
The machine learning models used in this project to perform regression on total number of
purchase and to predict clusters as target variable are K-Nearest Neighbor, Random Forest,
Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine, LGBM, Gradient
Boosting, XGB, and MLP. Finally, you will plot boundary decision, distribution of features,
feature importance, cross validation score, and predicted values versus true values, confusion
matrix, learning curve, performance of the model, scalability of the model, training loss, and
training accuracy.
Agile Project Management with GreenHopper 6 Blueprints Nov 09 2020 A step-by-step tutorialbased approach.This book is of great help for agile teams who are already using or planning to
use the GreenHopper tooling system to execute agile projects. It suits all roles in an agile
project including system administrators, stakeholders, product owners, scrum masters, and
team members. Fundamental knowledge of JIRA is essential.
Science and Public Policy Aug 26 2019
Origami and Papercraft Apr 02 2020 A flat piece of paper is one of the most readily available

of art materials, although initially it may seem to be one of the least promising. Origami
demonstrates how this functional material can be transformed into wonderful shapes and
animals, superb stationery, decorations, and gifts. This book will allow the reader to master the
arts of origami and paper design through completing both simple and complex projects. The
origami projects include stunningly simple modular and folded creations as well as complex
and multiform three dimensional models. The paper craft sections are packed with ideas to
craft that can serve many functions, including acting as stylish gift tags, classical card and
stationery holders, paper flowers, and decoupage decorations.
Projects with Young Learners Jul 18 2021 This popular series gives teachers practical advice
and guidance, along with resource ideas and materials for the classroom. The tasks and
activities are clearly presented, and offer teachers the information they need about level, time,
preparation, materials, classroom management,monitoring, and follow-up activities. Each book
offers up to 100 ideas, as well as variations that encourage teachers to adapt the activities to
suite their individual classrooms.
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